A dicyanomethylene-substituted triangulene: effects of molecular-symmetry reduction and electron-accepting substituents on a fused polycyclic neutral π-radical system.
A triangulene-based C2-symmetric 33 π-conjugated stable neutral π-radical, 2(·), which possesses two dicyanomethylene groups and one oxo group, has been designed, synthesized, and isolated as an analogue of tris(dicyanomethylene) derivative 1(·) and trioxo derivative TOT(·) with C3 symmetry. Effects of molecular-symmetry reduction and electron-accepting substituents on this fused polycyclic neutral π-radical system were studied in terms of their molecular structure, electronic-spin structure, and electrochemical and optical properties with the help of theoretical calculations. Interestingly, this system (2(·)) has a four-stage redox ability, like TOT(·), as well as low frontier energy levels and a small SOMO-LUMO gap, similar to 1(·), in spite of the loss of the degenerate LUMOs in symmetry-lowered 2(·), which is associated with the attachment of the weaker electron-accepting oxo group instead of the dicyanomethylene group in 1(·). These prominent results are attributable to the structural and electronic properties in the triangulene-based highly delocalized fused polycyclic neutral π-radical system.